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Abstract  
Metabolic mechanisms of realizing the biochemical activity of antitumor low-molecular weight peptide Deglutame (Dg), L-Glutamine (Gln) derivatives, were studied on W-256, SM-1, SM-45 and PC tumor-bearers’ rats. Dg on its enteral and parenteral injection (50 mg/kg) was proved to induce the glycolisis suppression and glucogenesis activation and induces the impoverishment of free amino acids pool in tumor-bearer’s liver. Gln on it’s per oral injection at isomolar Dg dose exerted the single-oriented, but less expressed, influence upon the induce studied. After Dg or Gln injection, Gln concentration decreases while in SM-1 and PC-1 tumor bearers this decrease most evidently is displayed after Dg injection in liver, blood plasma and in the tumor itself, and in tumorous tissue only. Moreover, in blood plasma and liver of W-256 tumor-bearers the total amino acids content, competing with Gln for general systems of transmembranous transport decreases, but it practically does not change in the tumor itself. In liver and blood plasma of SM-1 and PC-1 tumor bearers the total amino acids content, on the contrary, does not change significantly and decreases in tumorous tissue only. After Gln injection the negative correlative relation existing in intact tumor-bearers and confirming the selective Gln absorption by the tumorous tissue between the Gln levels in liver and tumor disappears. According to the data of correlative analysis the “anti-glutamine” mechanism of Dg influence is realized only on it’s per oral injection depending on real endogenic (physiological) Gln and amino acids concentrations.
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Introduction  
Glutamine is the most abundant free amino acid in the body and is known to play a regulatory role at the gene and protein level in several cell specific processes including metabolism (e.g. oxidative fuel, gluconeogenic precursor and lipogenic precursor), cell integrity (survival, cell proliferation), protein synthesis and degradation, redox potential, respiratory burst, insulin resistance, insulin secretion and extracellular matrix synthesis. Glutamine has been shown to regulate the expression of many genes related to metabolism, signal transduction, cell defense and repair and to activate intracellular signaling pathways. Thus, the function of glutamine goes beyond that of a simple metabolic fuel or protein precursor as previously assumed [1].

Given the many energy-generating and biosynthetic roles glutamine plays in growing cells and inhibition of glutaminolysis has the potential to effectively target cancer cells. Observations shown, that mirror the dependence of growing cancer cells on glutamine with some cancer cells dying rapidly if glutamine is deprived. Targeted inhibition of some oncogenic drivers, however, has been reported to rewire cells to become dependent on glutamine, and hence targeted inhibitors could be synthetically lethal with inhibition of glutamine metabolism [2].

It is common knowledge that L-Glutamine (Gln) derivatives related to low-molecular weight peptides of natural origin produce a pronounced antitumorous effect and their deficiency in the body may create a condition for proliferation of malignant cells. These compounds are suggested to affect the mitotic processes in tumorous tissue, causing the anomalous cells to be converted into differentiated ones [3-5].
Transport of Gln through the cellular membrane is proved to be regulated by its conjugation with phenilacetate, more than 90% of which is utilized for phenilacetileglutamine or phenilacetilizoglutamine formation which are natural products of metabolism and are to be found in physiologic fluids [6]. That’s why one of the most probable mechanisms of antitumorous antineoplaston influence is the induction of intracellular Gln insufficiency, since their competition for the system of active transmembranous transport may induce the Gln deficiency and realization of “antiglutamine” effect [4,6-8].

Preclinical studies of antineoplastones as for today have been carried out according to NCI requirements. In the USA they already finished I and II stages of the clinical studies on more than 2000 patients suffering from tumors of different localizations. Their therapeutic efficiency was proved to make 40-60% with good endurability, slightly pronounced and short-termed side effects. Alongside with per oral and intravenous, they use intramuscular, subcutaneous, rectal, intrapleural, intravascular as well as local kinds of injections of the above-mentioned preparations into the tumor [3,5,7,8].

At the same time the peculiarities of metabolism from the point of view of probable Gln influence upon the neoplastic processes are the subject of recent discussions. Thus, on one hand in vitro it is evidently shown that Gln is necessary for the malignant cells to enter the phase of the cellular cycle. That is why it is necessary for their growth and reproduction. Clinical studies showed that since tumor is “the trap” for Gln, its concentration decreases in the body of the tumor-bearer [3,7-8].

On the other hand, additional administration of Gln together with the diet demonstrated the decrease of tumor weight by 40 % in model situation of MTF-breast cancer. It also increases natural killing lymphocyte activity. On usage of 3% Gln solution by MCA-3 tumor bearing animals the growth of tumor and the processes of their metastasizing are inhibited. At the same time Gln is known to be an effective immune modulator. Its usage causes increase of T-lymphocytes number in oncologic patients, and combined usage of this amino acid with chemical preparations produces a pronounced antitumorous effect [9-15].

**Purpose of the study**

The aim of this study is the bring to light on metabolic activity of novel medicinal preparation Deglutame.

**Methodology**

We studied possible mechanisms of realizing the metabolic activity of Dg compound. Dg compound is the analogue of AS2-1 antineoplastone (Burzynski Research Institute, Houston, USA). [16].

In the experiments in vitro on the culture of HeLa cells we demonstrated the pronounced dose-dependant inhibiting Dg influence upon the cells reproduction (their number decreased almost to 0) 3-4 days after it had been added into the incubation media, the concentration being 0.5-2.5 mg/ml [5,7,17].

The studies were carried out on W-256-, SM-1-, SM-45- and PC-bearing rats Wistar CRL: (WI) WU BR. Dg screening in vivo experiments was carried out on for varieties of tumor bearing rats (Worker W-256, sarcoma SM-1 and SM-45, alveolar liver cancer PC). To clear up possible mechanisms of realization of Dg biologic activity in the processes of malignant growth we carried out the research by means of cross-comparison of Dg and Gln metabolic influence.

Except the basic criteria (determination of tumor-bearers’ lifespan, evaluation of growth inhibiting influence of preparations depending on the tumor weight, morphologic and physiochemical characteristics) [15], the studies included the determination of metabolic target data which, to greater extent, characterize the processes of malignant growth [18,19]:

- activity of reactions in mitochondria, blood cytoplasm.
- levels and correlation of concentrations lactate/pyruvat in blood.
- activity of glycolysis and glycconeogenesis processes in liver: hexokinase, glycoso-6-phosphotase, glucose level, glycoso-6-phosphate.
- activity of limiting reactions of energy forming and substrate utilization reactions in the tricarbon acids cycle of liver: piruvatedehydrogenase in mitochondria, cytoplasmatic and mitochondrial forms of izocytratdehidrogenase, cytoplasmatic malagehydrogenese.

The tumors were implanted to white not thoroughbred rats from the tumor-bearers in accordance with the standard methods [15]. The studies of Dg influence were carried out in dependence on the type of tumor 15-25 days after the implantation. Dg was injected daily (50 mg/kg of body weight in 1 ml of aquary solution, per os or intraperitoneally in comparison to the tumor bearing rats which were injected H2 O or Gln watery solution in isomolar Dg concentration [17]. The biologic material was studied the decapitation of animals.
## Conclusion

According to the data of correlative analysis the “antiglutamine” mechanism of Dg influence is realized only on its per oral injection depending on real endogenic Gln and amino acids concentrations.

## Results and Discussion

Regarding the survival criteria and tumor weight, Dg inhibits W-256 and SM-1 tumor growth (percent of inhibition being 67.2% and 52.4% respectively). It also increases the lifespan of tumor bearing rats (by 39 and 23% respectively), efficiency index being 4.1. On morphologic analysis it turned out that the animals which received Gln showed the I grade injures of tumor cells, and those which were Dg injected-III grade. These symptoms were most distinctly expressed in W-256 and SM-1 tumor-bearers, which also demonstrated the morphologic symptoms of therapeutic oncomor- 

phosis (decrease of mitosis number and increase of necrosis area in tumor).

Besides, Dg administration to W-256 tumor bearers induces the glycolis inhibition and glyconeogenesis activation. It also induces the impoverishment of free amino acids pool in liver. Gln on it’s per oral injection produced though less expressed, but the same as Dg directed influence. Here, after the injection of two substances to W-256 tumor bearers Gln concentration in liver decreases. At the same time in SM-1 and PC-1 tumor-bearers this decrease is most evidently expressed at the result of Dg injection only in timorous tissue.

At the same time, total amino acids content competing with Gln for the general active transmembraneous transfer (Ala, Ser, Thr; Val, Leu, Ile, Phe, Tyr, Asn, His, Met, Gly) A-system in blood plasma and liver of tumor-bearers decreases, and this index practically does not change in the tumor itself. Vica versa, in liver and blood plasma of SM-1 and PC-1 tumor-bearers the total content of the amino acids mentioned does not change significantly and authenti-

cally decreases in tumorous tissue. The enumerated changes in the concentrations of the free amino acids studied after the Gln injection are followed by the disappearance of highly authentic negative correlative relation (r=-0.98) peculiar for target tumor-bearers between Gln levels in liver and tumor and it also confirms its selective accumulation by the tumor.

On the grounds of the results of correlative analysis the possibility of “antiglutamine” mechanism of Dg influence is realized only on its per oral injection, because exactly in this case we register highly authentic positive correlative dependence (r=0.96) between Gln content in blood plasma, liver and tumorous tissue. In its turn on parenteral Dg injection such dependence is preserved between Gln levels in blood plasma and liver, but not in the tumorous tissues.

Thus, the results of the studies give us the grounds to suggest that “antiglutamine” mechanism of Dg influence may exist in dependence upon the activity of Gln synthesis and Gln utilization (glutaminase, glutathione biosynthesis), which determine real concentrations of this compound as well as amino acids concentrations competing with it for general systems of intracellular transport and thus exerting the influence upon the peculiarities of intratissue distribution and endogenic Gln metabolism.
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